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Analyze & critique the organization schemes & structures of two web sites

1. Accurately identify and describe the sites' organization schemes, structures, and navigation.
2. Access how well the sites' organization schemes, structures, and navigation work for the tasks 

supported by the sites, and determine if and how they might be improved.
3. Compare the organization schemes and structures used: How are they similar? How are they 

different? Identify the relative strengths and weaknesses of the approaches. 

http://steepster.com/ http://ratetea.com/
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STEEPSTER
steepster.com



What organization schemes are used for the various teas?
Steepster’s teas are displayed initially with 
a heading labeled ”Best Teas.” The 
sidebar local navigation provides browsing 
aids and filters the displayed teas through 
the various hybrid schemes: 

• Alphabetical
• Chronological
• Topical 

Additionally, users can choose multiple 
options for sorting, including ranking by 
popularity and users’ ratings. 

Once different options are chosen, the 
heading label changes according to how 
the user has sorted. 

steepster.com

A few task-oriented options

Alphabetical

Chronological

Topical
Pop-out menu



Discuss the strengths & weaknesses of the organization scheme

Strengths
The hybrid schemes allow users to take 
control and display the content how they’d 
prefer to browse. 

steepster.com

A few task-oriented options

Weakness
The numbers in the corner of the product 
images were unlabeled, so it is unclear what 
they represent initially. 

On e-commerce platforms, the term "brands" 
is often used more than "companies."

The different sorting and filtering options 
could become a bit intimidating and 
overwhelming, and the sidebar navigation 
interface/functionality needs to be consistent. 

Instead of checkboxes, tabs, and pop-out 
menus, the sidebar navigation could be more 
consistent in formatting, like how Amazon 
provides filtering for ratings and truncates 
large groups of content.

Amazon’s sorting and filtering options

User ratings by stars

Truncated/expandable content

Tabs

Pop-out menu

Tabs again

checkboxes



RATETEA
ratetea.com



What organization schemes are used for the various teas?
RateTea’s global navigation is 
organized by a task-oriented 
scheme, allowing users to browse 
teas by styles, brands, regions, and 
other tea-shopping and learning 
tasks.

The styles page content is 
organized in a hybrid scheme - 
topical first highlighting teas in 
major categories (as stated by the 
heading), then listed alphabetically, 
likely for easier browsing and 
scanning. 

The topical categorization at the 
top of the page provides a link to 
jump down to a category within the 
alphabetical list. At the same time, 
the breadcrumb navigation tells the 
user where they are in the site's 
scope. 

ratetea.com

A few task-oriented options

Alphabetical
Topical

Browse teas by

Additional Task-oriented options
Breadcrumb navigation

Heading

Heading

Heading

List sorted topically, then alphabetically
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(Sub-category options jump down the page) 



Discuss the strengths & weaknesses of the organization scheme

Strengths
The list of all tea options on the page makes it easy to scan 
everything, especially alphabetically. Context links jump users 
down the page to the sub-categories. 

steepster.com

Weaknesses
An enormous list like this can be intimidating and overwhelming, 
especially to a novice tea enthusiast, and there is no way to filter 
and soft results. It's unclear what "Major categories" means, and 
the tea not in "major categories" is discarded at the bottom of the 
page in ambiguous order.

In 3-level deep categories, some things could be more consistent 
in organizing lists. For example, one list seems organized in no 
order, while all others are alphabetical.

Recommendations:
1. Keep the ordering format consistent across categories, ideally 

alphabetically, for easy scanning.
2. If sorting and filtering functionalities aren't an option, break up 

the major categories into column lists and bold sub-category 
headings instead of one giant list.

3. Possibly rename "major categories" to "Popular Teas" or 
something less ambiguous.

No order?

Alphabetically

“Non-
major” teas 
listed under 
herbal teas 

in no 
particular 

order.



Comparing the 
organization schemes 
and structures



Steeper
Similarities
Both sites feature their teas by ranking (users’ ratings), although not 
explicitly evident, and provide extensive lists of teas to scan and browse. 
 
Differences
Steeper features a number rating to indicate ranking, while RateTea 
doesn’t display ranking/rating on the main Styles page. Steeper also 
features local navigation to help users sort and filter through options and 
pagination at the bottom of the page. 

Strengths
Steeper’s sorting/filtering options with hybrid schemes allow users to 
take control of their browsing experience.  RateTea lists all teas without 
the user having to leaf through pages and pages of pagination and 
breaks the teas down by sub-category headings.

Weaknesses
RateTea has no filtering or sorting options, forcing users to scroll 
through a long list, and needs to be consistent with alphabetical 
ordering. Steeper could use a more universal method to display ratings 
and keep sorting/filtering functions consistent. Both sites need to be less 
ambiguous with headings, e.g. “Best Teas” and “Major Categories.”
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